1. Opening Remarks
   Thank you all for your help with the SACSOC events this week!
   Introductions – many new faces
   Review Minutes from Previous Meetings
2. Review Existing Partnerships
   **Healthy Homes Partnership**
   Amy Campbell is the director of this project
   Goal: Improve the physical living conditions of children’s homes that trigger illnesses
   Medical/Legal Partnership with LeBonheur – attorney based in the hospital to help children whose legal situations are impacting their health; law students will help this lawyer to handle legwork and support a larger caseload

   **Poverty Simulation**
   Use the simulation to teach caseworkers, nursing students, etc. to increase awareness and sensitivity for those living in poverty
   Project to educate EMTs to follow up with heart patients
   April 20, 1-3pm – Poverty Simulation on Campus in the Memphis Room – Invite the President’s Council (Room for 80! Must participate!)

   **Learning Community at Crosstown Concourse**
   (See Crosstown Concourse Residential Handout)
   Floors 7-10: Four floors of market-rate mixed income apartments; 50 units/floor; 260 units total; Efficiency through three-bedroom;
   Building living-learning communities within the residential portion of CC: several groups have already committed to leasing (see Crosstown Concourse Residential handout)
   Expanding this for graduate students to build cross-disciplinary relationships
   Work with the UM’s Urban Education Taskforce and other social advocacy programs

   **Prevention of HIV/AIDS with Intersections of Race/Class/Gender**
   38109 Grant—Highest rate of AIDS in African-American women in the country
   Primary mode of transmission is from men who have been released from prison
   Not unique to this zip code, but very prevalent there
   App Technology—test for AIDS at home using an app and a device that plugs into cell phones
   Champions and Angels—Latino community uses people in the community to convey information so that it comes from a trusted source—this is the proven best practice for isolated, insular communities

3. Break into groups – Assign yourself to a particular “team” to start planning the next steps for each existing partnership

**REMINDERS**
***Critical Conversation on Marriage Equality – Ballroom C, April 1, 2015 (Many more topics forthcoming!)***
Rosie Bingham relayed what David Rudd and Scott Morris thought that developing Psy.D. program would be good. The CHC is very interested in any area of behavioral health and is highly motivated to implement the programs immediately. Also interested in expanding behavioral health internships/graduate programs.

Karen Weddle-West: There are so many programs that already exist, which is why it is so important to focus on a few and then later incorporate additional projects once some of our current ones have been combined and strengthened.

Ann Langston: They’re all connected--we cannot “unplug” any of these from the others!